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Enabling performance experiences to be designed and delivered in days
not months.

Use these templates for inspiration or as a starting point for your own
system. When you need to automate and scale the process, each
template is ready to go in the Crewmojo platform.

Take a personal tour of Crewmojo.

www.crewmojo.com

https://www.crewmojo.com/demo
https://www.crewmojo.com/


Role:   Quality Assurance Engineer

Level: Individual contributor

Skills & Behaviours  Quality First

  Process Improvement

  Outcome Oriented

  Passionate

Collaborative

Credit  Wildbit Good Bad Project 

Quality Assurance Engineer
This document describes the role by focusing on good and bad behaviours to
clearly indicate what success looks like. It has been open-sourced from the
Wildbit Good Bad Project 

Customer Success Team Member 



Quality First

A good QA engineer takes full accountability for the quality of each product
release. They put quality ahead of everything, even if it means having candid
conversations with team members. They are willing to delay a feature release in
order to uphold product quality. 

A bad QA engineer thinks that their job is only about detecting issues. A good QA
engineer looks at each possible area of quality: copy, usability, and customer
experience. They are always keeping the users in mind when testing. A bad QA
engineer thinks that programming is someone else’s job and conduct tests by
clicking the mouse a lot. A bad QA engineer thinks regression testing is not their
job. They don’t take responsibility for unnoticed bugs. 

Quality Assurance Engineer

Process Improvement

A good QA engineer uses automation to speed up the release process and reduce
repetition, yet realizes manual testing is the foundation of high-quality testing. They
think of new ways to make testing more efficient and make every release more
reliable than the last. 

A good QA engineer will work hard to write readable tests that can be easily
understood and maintained by the team. They are always thinking about improving
further their automated tests. 

A bad QA engineer thinks that the end result is to automate everything and that
manual testing is a waste of time. They think about the quantity of automated tests
instead of the quality of the customer experience. They keep testing tools to
themselves instead of empowering the team to test on their own. 

A good QA engineer wants to make testing a team sport, by writing tests that
everyone can use. 



Outcome Oriented

A good QA engineer is highly organized, can adjust priorities, and has great
attention to detail. They can compromise between a perfect vs. a good-enough
result. 

A bad QA engineer has a single process for testing and is not willing to adapt to
product or process variations.  

Passionate

A good QA engineer works closely with the product team to mutually release
quality features.They thoroughly document issues to minimize the time it takes a
developer to resolve them. They love their job and are proud of what they do. A
good QA engineer is constantly learning new skills to apply in the QA process. 
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Collaborative

A bad QA engineer views themselves as a separate resource to blame developers
for crappy code. They see value in the number of issues found, rather than the
importance or impact the issue has on the product. A good QA engineer is a
partner to the developer, with a mutual mission of having the most painless
release possible. 



Community Oriented

A good product manager is always improving their craft, and contributes to the
larger product management community by attending/speaking at
conferences/meetups, and reading and writing about their experiences and
learnings. They realize that they are in an ever-evolving role, and they embrace its
fluid nature. 

They don’t go it alone, instead they seek out like-minded practitioners who love
building great products, and they build lasting relationships within that
community. 

Detail oriented
A good product manager is deep in the details of execution. They walk alongside
the team and help them with functional specs, design direction, removing
obstacles, and keeping everything on track. This sometimes means adjusting
timelines or scope to do the right thing for the product and customers.  
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E X P L O R E  M O R E

Building a world-class performance culture is made easy with our template
library and pre-designed employee experiences. 

One-on-one templates
Performance review templates
Role descriptions
Goal templates
Survey templates
Engagement surveys
and more

Templates:
Onboarding new employees
Goal setting & alignment
Growth plans & coaching
Skill tracking & development
Feedback & recognition
Stay interviews
Performance reviews
Exit surveys & interviews
and more

Experiences:

View Templates Book a Demo

https://www.crewmojo.com/performance-management-templates
https://www.crewmojo.com/demo

